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Abstract: In modern computing systems there is the need to utilize a large amount of data in maintaining high efficiency. Limited memory bandwidth, coupled with the performance gap between memory and logic, impacts heavily on algorithms performance, increasing the overall time and energy required for computation. A possible approach to overcome such limitations is Logic-In-Memory (LIM). In this paper, we propose a LIM architecture based on a non-volatile skyrmion-based racetrack memory. The architecture can be used as a memory or can perform advanced logic functions on the stored data, for example searching for the maximum/minimum number. The circuit has been designed and validated using physical simulations for the memory array together with digital design tools for the control logic. The results highlight the small area of the proposed architecture and its good energy efficiency compared with a reference CMOS implementation.
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1. Introduction

In modern computing systems, the requirement to utilize large amounts of data to maintain a high efficiency is becoming a major concern for design. Data that is stored in the memory is read, elaborated in the processing units, and then written back. The continuous scaling and improvement of the CMOS technology made processing units every year more powerful. At the same time, memory technologies have not improved at the same rate, creating a performance gap between storage and processing units. Moreover, the limited bandwidth available for data transfer makes this limitation even more critical for the overall performance of computing systems. In addition, the data movement from and to the memory requires a non-negligible amount of energy that has a great impact on power consumption [1]. To mitigate these issues, a solution proposed in the literature is to move the computation inside the memory unit [2]. In this paradigm, called Logic-in-Memory (LIM), the data stored is elaborated without the need of moving the data outside of memory. The required logic is distributed inside the memory or in the peripheral circuitry.

Spintronic devices are particularly suitable for implementing this approach. These devices have both memory and logic capabilities, taking advantage of phenomena linked to magnetization manipulation. In particular, skyrmions have been proposed as a replacement of plain domains in racetrack memories as proposed by Parkin in 2008 [3]. In this device, information encoded in domains is written, shifted, and read serially on a magnetic nanostrip. Along with the memory application, many solutions for boolean and non-boolean logic operations have been proposed in the literature. These solutions take advantage of the skyrmion mutual repulsion and rich dynamic to obtain different logic functions. In [4], a set of logic gates based on skyrmion-domain wall pair conversion was proposed. The solution implementing OR and AND gates with patterned ferromagnetic structures also provides a robust mechanism to duplicate the input information. Another solution proposed in [5] takes advantage of natural deviation and mutual repulsion of skyrmions to
obtain logic functions, without the need of any conversion. The skyrmions, encoding the input information, are pushed through a patterned structure to obtain the logic function. Synchronization is also possible using patterned constrictions [6] or voltage-controlled magnetic anisotropy barriers [7]. Finally, in [8,9] synaptic devices have been proposed, taking advantage of interactions of skyrmion with potential barriers and mutual repulsion between skyrmions. In such devices, the inner state, represented by a set of skyrmions is modified by means of currents. The skyrmions pushed in and out from a reading zone mimic the promotion and inhibition neural process.

Despite the proposal of many logic and memory devices based on skyrmions, the evaluation of digital architectures in which boolean information can be stored and processed is still lacking. In the literature, examples of elaboration architectures based on skyrmion are presented in [10,11]. In [10], the authors propose an accelerator for convolutional neural networks based on skyrmions. The paper shows a device able to classify images stored in the form of skyrmions. In [11], the authors propose a logic in memory implementation for binary neural networks, in which skyrmion racetrack memory is used to accelerate the computations. Finally, in [12] the authors propose a cache memory based on skyrmion and evaluate its performance with respect to SRAM and other spintronic technologies. The main contributions of this paper are the following:

- We designed a logic in memory architecture based on skyrmions that can find the minimum or the maximum value stored within the memory;
- We designed a memory cell based on skyrmions, capable of operating not only as memory but also as a computing device. From the storage point of view it can be used as a classical RAM memory, but it integrates logic capabilities implementing AND, OR Boolean functions without the need of and electric conversion for the processing phase;
- The entire memory cell was studied through micromagnetic simulations. The cell includes a processing zone, where the elaboration is non-destructive making possible to maintain the information even after computation;
- We evaluated the entire system performance, with an increasing number of words in the array starting from 2048 up to 65,536. The evaluation takes into account not only the skyrmions-based memory array, but also the contribution coming from the peripheral CMOS circuitry to control the array;
- We compared the array performance with an existing CMOS implementation in term of dissipated power and the energy per bit.

The proposed design shows a small area occupation along with good energy and timing performance especially for big memory sizes, compared with a reference Logic-in-Memory implementations based on CMOS. Furthermore, since skyrmions are used to store the information the system does not have static power consumption when operations are not performed on data.

The paper is structured as follows: In Section 2, a background about skyrmions is presented. In Section 3, the basic cell is described and a typical function is presented and in Sections 4 and 5 the complete system is described. Section 7 contains the results of performance evaluation, which are presented and discussed. Finally in Section 8, final considerations and future prospects about the system are provided.

2. Background

Magnetic skyrmions are chiral magnetic configurations with unitary topological charge. They can be found stable in materials with high spin orbit coupling lacking inversion symmetry, in particular, bulk materials like B-20 ferromagnets [13] and thin films with ferromagnets in contact with high spin orbit materials like Pt, Ir, W, and Ta [14,15]. The skyrmion state is stabilized by the Dzyaloshinskii–Moriya interaction (DMI). The interaction between neighboring atoms can be expressed as \(-D_{ij} \cdot (S_i \times S_j)\) where \(S_i\) and \(S_j\) are spins in sites \(i\) and \(j\) respectively and \(D_{ij}\) is the DMI vector [16].
The most interesting characteristics of skyrmions are the small size, the low depinning currents, and the stability at room temperature. In the literature, many studies are focused on memory applications. In particular, skyrmions have been proposed as a replacement of the plain domain walls in racetrack memories [17] proposed by Parkin in 2008 [3]. In racetracks, bits, encoded as physically connected magnetic domains, are written serially by a write head to the memory. The domains are then shifted to be stored and later read if needed.

Skyrmions can be moved by currents flowing either in the ferromagnet or in the heavy metal. When the current flows in the ferromagnets, the texture moves due to the Spin Transfer Torque (STT) effect. When the current is injected in the heavy metal a spin-dependent scattering effect, called Spin Hall Effect (SHE), generates vertical spin currents in the ferromagnet in contact with the metal. The current generated exert a torque on the magnetic texture and consequently a movement. SHE is generally preferred as it is proved to be more efficient for domain movement [16].

Skyrmions when pushed by currents show a significant longitudinal component with respect to the current direction as highlighted in Figure 1 [16]. The deviation, called Skyrmion Hall Effect (SkHE), limits the maximum speed achievable by skyrmions in a track. The natural repulsion of skyrmions from track edges compensates the longitudinal movement only up to a threshold current density over which the skyrmion is annihilated on the track edges and the information is lost [6].

Skyrmions can be moved by currents flowing either in the ferromagnet or in the heavy metal. When the current flows in the ferromagnets, the texture moves due to the Spin Transfer Torque (STT) effect. When the current is injected in the heavy metal a spin-dependent scattering effect, called Spin Hall Effect (SHE), generates vertical spin currents in the ferromagnet in contact with the metal. The current generated exert a torque on the magnetic texture and consequently a movement. SHE is generally preferred as it is proved to be more efficient for domain movement [16].

Skyrmions can be moved by currents flowing either in the ferromagnet or in the heavy metal. When the current flows in the ferromagnets, the texture moves due to the Spin Transfer Torque (STT) effect. When the current is injected in the heavy metal a spin-dependent scattering effect, called Spin Hall Effect (SHE), generates vertical spin currents in the ferromagnet in contact with the metal. The current generated exert a torque on the magnetic texture and consequently a movement. SHE is generally preferred as it is proved to be more efficient for domain movement [16].

Skyrmions when pushed by currents show a significant longitudinal component with respect to the current direction as highlighted in Figure 1 [16]. The deviation, called Skyrmion Hall Effect (SkHE), limits the maximum speed achievable by skyrmions in a track. The natural repulsion of skyrmions from track edges compensates the longitudinal movement only up to a threshold current density over which the skyrmion is annihilated on the track edges and the information is lost [6].

![Figure 1. Skyrmion movement inside a plain nanostrip in response to a current flow. In the inset, the encoding of binary information with skyrmions.](image)

To reduce the magnitude of deviations possible solutions are: Synthetic Antiferromagnets (SAFs) [18], Potential gradients [19], and Curbed tracks [20]. SAFs require two antiferromagnetically coupled ferromagnetic layers, in which information is stored as a couple of skyrmions with opposite core directions coupled. The opposite core directions of the two skyrmions and the consequent opposite deviations result in a zero net movement in transverse direction.

Potential gradient allows the creation of a preferred path for skyrmion movement [19] allowing to counteract the SkHE far from the edges, reducing greatly the chance of annihilation and consequently rising the maximum current density. In addition, potential gradients can be created and controlled by means of localized electric fields. Indeed, a voltage applied across the material allows to rise or lower locally the magnetic anisotropy. This effect is called Voltage Controlled Magnetic Anisotropy (VMCA) [21,22].

Finally, a curbed track constricts the movement of the skyrmions allowing the definition of a preferred movement path in which lateral deviation has a strong compensation. Moreover in the last two solutions, the strength of demagnetizing and anisotropy related energies are different with respect to a plain track, resulting in different skyrmion dimensions and increased velocities under the same current densities [19,20,23].
3. Memory Cell

The basic element of the proposed architecture is the memory cell. In Figure 2, a portion of the track hosting the skyrmion is showed. The curb in the ferromagnet constricts the movement of the skyrmion in a direction longitudinal to the current mitigating the SkHE, allowing the skyrmion to reach higher speeds compared to a plain nanotrack [20]. The stack composition is W\(\text{Co}_{20}\text{Fe}_{60}\text{B}_{20}\)\(\text{MgO}\). The ferromagnet thickness is 1.5 nm at the edges and 1.0 nm in the curb. The track is 56 nm wide, with a curb of 30 nm. The material parameters are reported in Table 1.

Table 1. Parameters used for micromagnetic simulations and current distribution computation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Simulation Parameters</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Saturation Magnetization [16]</td>
<td>(1 \times 10^6) A m(^{-1})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uniaxial Anisotropy Constant [16]</td>
<td>(8 \times 10^5) J m(^{-2})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exchange Stiffness [16]</td>
<td>(2 \times 10^{-11})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Damping constant [16]</td>
<td>0.015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spin Hall Angle [24]</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Film resistivity [24]</td>
<td>165 (\mu\Omega) cm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2. Basic memory racetrack structure and stack composition. The track is connected to \(V^+\) and \(V^-\) in order to move the skyrmion in both directions.

The information, encoded in the presence or absence of the skyrmion, is stored in the racetrack in a defined portion of the strip, occupied by the information only when all the bits are correctly stored. From now on we will consider this section as the basic cell of the memory. With respect to a common racetrack, the proposed design expands the capabilities of the basic cell connecting a patterned structure on one side of the track in correspondence of the zone storing the bit. The resulting structure is shown in Figure 3b.

The track shown on the left in the image is the racetrack memory. The skyrmion is stored and moves here as long as memory operations are executed. The patterned structure to process the information stored is connected on the right. The skyrmion is expected to enter in the processing zone from the top track, in correspondence to the duplication structure. Here the skyrmion, if present, is converted in a domain wall (DW)-pair to be able to duplicate the information as proposed in [4]. The domain wall reaching the fork splits in two. The two copies of the information produced, then, are converted back into skyrmions. The one on the top of the racetrack will be the input for the masking operation. The other input for the masking operation is nucleated by a write head. The skyrmion produced by duplication on the bottom is put back in place inside the racetrack memory through the track connected to the memory. Finally, the vertical track on the left in the image collects the skyrmions coming from the operation guiding it in the direction of a read head for further elaborations in the surrounding logic. The read head in the Read-Out zone is present every two cells to reduce the collection latency. An example of the complete
movement of skyrmion during the elaboration phase is reported in Figure 4. To guide the skyrmion, a set of contacts is needed for local current generation. Their position is shown in Figure 3a. The contacts in figure are activated in groups during the different phases of the elaboration. When a set of contacts is activated, the others are left floating to reduce at the minimum sneaky currents and keep the control as simple as possible. The contacts are connected to the W layer. The position of the contacts is also important for power consumption as it will be discussed in Section 7. A current density of $1 \times 10^{10}$ A m$^{-2}$ is employed to move the skyrmion inside the racetrack. To unlock the skyrmion from a notch, a current pulse of $30 \times 10^{10}$ A m$^{-2}$ and duration 0.3 ns is needed. Finally a pulse of intensity $55 \times 10^{10}$ A m$^{-2}$ is needed to convert the skyrmion from and to a domain wall pair. The duration for the two operations is 0.5 ns for the conversion from skyrmion to domain wall pair and 0.6 ns for the conversion from domain wall pair to skyrmion.

3.1. Cell Operation

In this section, the complete operation of a memory cell will be presented. In Figure 4, the cell operation is shown in the case a bit equal to 1 is stored inside the cell.
Figure 4. In figure the four phases of elaboration of the stored skyrmions. In (a) the information is moved from the memory track into the duplication gate. In (b) the information is duplicated by means of skyrmion-domain wall conversion. In (c) the information is processed on top and moved back to the memory cell on bottom. In (d) the result of the operation is read on the left, the information is restored into the cell on the right.

The skyrmion processing is divided in four steps:

1. To start the circuit operation, the current in the racetrack is reversed and the skyrmion can enter inside the processing zone (Figure 4a);
2. The skyrmion is guided inside the duplication element. The magnetic bubble, here, converted in a domain wall pair is duplicated. The two domain wall pairs are pushed to the edge of the constriction and then converted back into two skyrmions by means of a second current pulse (Figure 4b). Both the skyrmions are then pushed to reach the correspondent notches for synchronization. During this step another skyrmion is nucleated by the write head inside the processing zone to perform the masking operation;
3. The skyrmion in the top track is pushed over the notch to reach the AND gate to execute the masking with the input from the mask operation. The skyrmion in the bottom track enters in the return path to reach the memory cell (Figure 4c);
4. The result of the masking operation is guided through the racetrack to reach the reading head in order to be collected. The skyrmion on the bottom is put back inside the memory track (Figure 4d).

4. Memory Array

The modified memory array is based on the model of a racetrack memory. In the memory array, every word is memorized in a different nanotrack. As shown in Figure 5, a write head is present at the beginning of the nanotrack to nucleate the skyrmion. At least one read head is present along the track. Words are written and read sequentially in every racetrack.

To write the information inside the memory every new bit, nucleated at the write head, is shifted along the racetrack. After a complete write operation, the bits of the word are stored in precise portions of the track. To read the information stored in the track, the skyrmions need to reach a read head. The skyrmions are pushed with a short current.
pulse and then shifted in the direction of read head. Here, every skyrmion is sensed as a variation in the resistance of a magnetic tunnel junction in which the ferromagnet, hosting the skyrmion, corresponds to the free layer of the reading device [25]. As shown in Figure 5, the value is compared with a reference resistance. With a single read head on the track, the required latency for a read operation is equal to $N_{bit} \times T_{cycle}$. In order to reduce the latency for a complete read operation more read heads are placed on the track, as shown in Figure 5, allowing the read of multiple bits at every memory cycle. After the read operation the word needs to be shifted back in the original position in order to be ready for computation.

![Figure 5. Read and write mechanism. The track has more than one read head to reduce the read operation latency. In order to sense the skyrmion presence under the read-head, the value produced is compared with a reference.](image)

5. Logic in Memory

5.1. Maximum/Minimum Search Algorithm

The algorithm implemented allows the identification of the maximum or the minimum value inside a set of words [26,27]. It exploits parallel operations in order to speedup the computation and eventually make the latency independent from the number of words processed. The latter, only if the resources allows such level of parallelization as the logic in memory case. The algorithm, given a set of words of length $N$, searches for the maximum (minimum) in the set.

Its pseudocode is reported in Algorithm 1. The first loop of the algorithm enables all the words for the computation setting the $enable$ signal to 1 for all the words in the array. This matrix will signal step by step the words included in the comparison for the maximum (minimum) search. Afterwards, the main loop starts, processing sequentially all the bits of the stored words starting from the most significant bit (MSB). At line 4, the $x$ variable is evaluated to signal if the current iteration of the algorithm will be valid for maximum (minimum) evaluation or if the algorithm will continue to the next step without modifying the set of words in the comparison. In case of a maximum (minimum) search all the selected bits are equal to 0 (1), the iteration will not alter the set of words left in the comparison. Then, the enable signal will be recomputed for every word in parallel. The enable signal will continue to be 1 if the bit under examination is 1 (0) or if the $x$ variable is set to 1 meaning all 0 s (1 s) were found in computation. In every other case, the enable signal will change to 0. The algorithm will continue until the LSB is reached. The values at 1 in the enable signal indicates the maximum position. The bits at every iteration of the algorithm are selected by means of a mask applied to all words under examination. The minimum search algorithm can be derived from the one above negating the bits of the input.
Algorithm 1: Maximum algorithm.

Data: The input of the algorithm is the bit matrix containing all the bits stored in memory.

MAXIMUM():
1. for \( i = \text{N}_{\text{words}} \) downto 1 do
2. \( \text{enable}_{\text{i},1} = 1 \)
3. end
4. for \( j = \text{N}_{\text{bit}} \) downto 1 do
5. \( x_j = (\text{bit}_{j,1} \cdot \text{enable}_{j,1}) + (\text{bit}_{j,2} \cdot \text{enable}_{j,2}) + \ldots + (\text{bit}_{j,N_{\text{word}}} \cdot \text{enable}_{j,N_{\text{word}}}) \)
6. Parallel for \( k = 1 \) to \( N_{\text{words}} \) do
7. \( \text{enable}_{k,j} = (\text{enable}_{k-1,j} \cdot \text{bit}_{k,j}) + (\text{enable}_{k-1,j} \cdot (x_j)) \)
8. end
9. end
10. return \( \text{enable}_0 \)

5.2. Control Logic

A complete representation of the logic in memory architecture is shown in Figure 6.

![Figure 6. Logic in memory architecture schematic. On the left the block diagram of the complete circuit. On the right the basic cell of the array. The skyrmion is stored inside the memory in correspondence of the red dot.](image)

The logic that surrounds the array provides the electrical interface and control for the memory array to execute the memory operations and the additional logic. The TRACK DECODER controls the word activation based on the input address or the tracks involved into the operation. In case of reading and writing, the decoder activates only one track based on the provided address, while for the maximum/minimum search, all the rows are active for operation at the same time. To also control the memory array a ROW DECODER is present. The block filters the control signals to activate only the elaboration of the required bits, avoiding useless operations on the portion of the memory not involved in
the current step of the algorithm. A MASK GENERATOR block produces the mask bits and controls the ROW DECODER. The mask generator is composed for the implemented algorithm by a shift register with the same length as the width of the stored words. A READING block is attached to the memory to read out the stored information and the masking results. The TRACK DISABLER block controls the set of rows that will continue in the next steps of the algorithms during the search operation based on the values provided by the READING block. This information is shared with the TRACK DECODER block during the search and the ENCODER for the final result. Finally all the operations are coordinated by a finite state machine (FSM) control unit. The control unit synchronizes the different blocks of the circuit and controls the generation of currents in the array to correctly guide the stored skyrmions. To keep the FSM as simple as possible, the signals generated are the same for every cell in the array. Only the cells activated by TRACK and ROW DECODER blocks will be affected by the control signals. To trigger a search operation an external signal, FIND, is connected as an input to the circuit.

The surrounding CMOS logic was described using VHDL language and synthesized using Synopsys Design Compiler software. The software was used for area, power, and timing estimations. The circuit was synthesized using the Nangate 15 nm library.

5.3. Maximum/Minimum Search Operation

The search of a maximum/minimum starts when the signal FIND is activated. The mask is loaded by the MASK GENERATOR block and the processing of the word stored starts from the MSB selected by the ROW DECODER. The FSM now goes through five steps to process the information stored in memory as shown in Figure 7. The first four are executed inside the memory array in which the information stored in the cell is processed as explained in Section 3.1. When the selected bit has been processed, the results are collected by the reading unit. In the fifth step, the result of evaluation is used to select the words that will continue in the evaluation. The TRACK DISABLE based on the reading results generates the signals to the TRACK decoder which tracks what will be disabled in the next cycles. At every new repetition of the four cycle, the mask is shifted by one position. The elaboration in the memory array and the evaluation of the results is repeated for \( N_{bit} \) times. After the last evaluation, the output of the TRACK DISABLE block indicates the position of the maximum. The FSM moves into the ENCODER state. The signal of track disable is translated by the ENCODER block in the output address. Finally the FSM returns in IDLE state.

5.4. Bitwise Operations between Rows and Columns

The cells composing the array, as shown in Figure 8, are connected in order to execute bit-wise operations between columns and rows to allow further elaboration of the stored information. In particular, the elaboration zone of each cell can be fed with the output of the cell above, Figure 8a, allowing the concatenation of Boolean operations along the column. Alternatively, the operation executed in the elaboration zone can involve the...
data coming from neighbouring cells, Figure 8b, belonging to different columns allowing row-wise operations. These operations allow further elaboration of the stored information and the concatenation of logic operations for the execution of more complex algorithms.

To allow a more efficient movement between cells, VCMA gates are placed along the tracks. These gates shown in Figure 8 with orange squares, are controlled electrically and when active impose a potential barrier to the skyrmion allowing a more efficient movement under current.

Figure 8. Logical operation between rows and columns. (a) Column-wise operation and (b) row-wise operation.

To further expand the capabilities of the presented Logic-in-Memory device, the logic section of each cell can be specialized to execute different logic operations with different gates as shown in [5] in order to allow the mapping of even more complex algorithms in memory.

6. Methods

The basic cells of memory array were simulated using a GPU accelerated micromagnetic simulation software, Mumax³ [28,29]. The simulation discretization is set to $1 \times 1 \times 0.5 \text{ nm}^3$. The material parameters used in the micromagnetic simulation are reported in Table 1. Micromagnetic simulations, as the one showed in Figure 4, were used to verify the correct behavior of the designed circuit and to estimate the current density needed to accomplish every operation.

The memory cells were then simulated with Elmer FEM software [30] with the static current module. The simulations were performed in order to analyze the current distribution in the memory cell and evaluate the power consumption during circuit operation. The basic cell was simulated with the currents required for the correct information movement and elaboration. To generate the currents, a set of contacts was placed on the cell in the positions showed in Figure 3a. The power of every operation was derived. The value of resistivity used for the evaluation is reported in Table 1. An example of the simulation results is showed in Figure 9. The figure shows the movement of the information inside the processing zone.
The surrounding logic was synthesized with Synopsys Design Compiler with different array dimensions. To extract the power consumption the array was simulated during a maximum search.

![Image of current paths during duplication operation. The color gradient indicates the current density inside the cell. In green the current path needed to move the skyrmion. In red the additional path generated. The current flowing in this path is not needed for current operation and increases the power consumption in the operation.](image)

**Figure 9.** Current paths during duplication operation. The color gradient indicates the current density inside the cell. In green the current path needed to move the skyrmion. In red the additional path generated. The current flowing in this path is not needed for current operation and increases the power consumption in the operation.

### 7. Results

In this section, the performances' section of the array will be shown and compared with a CMOS in memory implementation based on a modified CAM cell presented in [27]. The performance of the designed architecture is shown in Table 2 and in Figure 10. The maximum frequency achievable by the architecture is restricted by the memory array to 285 MHz. The longest path the skyrmion has to travel limits the control logic in frequency in the explored configurations. In particular, the critical paths inside the array are represented by the path the skyrmion has to travel to return into the memory array, and the distance between consecutive cells inside the array. In the surrounding logic, the most critical component is the encoder that sets the maximum working frequency of the circuit. Compared to the reference CMOS implementation on 64 bits, it is possible to notice that the achievable frequency is higher starting from sizes of memory bigger than 32Kword. To execute the algorithm in the proposed implementation, the cycles required to process the information are equal to $5^2 N bit + 1$. As shown in Table 2, the latency of a complete search operation for skyrmion implementation is lower when the memory size increases. For the logic in memory CMOS implementation, the latency reported was computed starting from the values of frequency and latency reported in the article. In comparison, the skyrmion implementation is able to achieve lower computational times for bigger memory sizes, due to the higher working frequency despite the additional two cycles required at every iteration of the basic steps.
Table 2. Area and timing, word width = 64 bit.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Words</th>
<th>Area (µm^2)</th>
<th>Frequency (MHz)</th>
<th>Latency (ns)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Proposed</td>
<td>[27] Ratio</td>
<td>Proposed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2048</td>
<td>42,307</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>285 *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4096</td>
<td>95,036</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>285 *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8192</td>
<td>190,056</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>285 *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16,384</td>
<td>381,625</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>285 *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32,768</td>
<td>748,076</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>285 *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65,536</td>
<td>1,427,936</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>285 *</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* limited by maximum array frequency.

The values of area, reported in table, were calculated by computing separately the area of the surrounding logic and area of the array and then summing the two values together. The results show that the area occupied by the circuit is half the one required for the CMOS implementation in all the simulated combinations.

![Figure 10. Delay area product with respect to the memory size of the proposed skyrmion implementation and CMOS [27].](image)

Finally, the power and energy performance of the arrays were computed. In Table 3, the consumption for the different stages of the memory operations are reported. The reported values are referred to maximum search. The worst case among all simulated datasets is reported. The worst case scenario is represented by the one in which all the words remain valid during the complete algorithm. This case corresponds to the memory filled with all equal numbers. In a common case, many of the words would be discarded during the iteration of the algorithm reducing proportionally the power and energy required for operation. The main contribution to power consumption is given by the duplication phase. In this phase, the circuit, to correctly process the skyrmion, requires two current pulses. The first, generated at the beginning of the phase unlocks the movement of the skyrmion from its rest position and pushes the skyrmion toward the skyrmion domain-wall pair conversion. The second, running at half cycle, is generated to convert duplicated domain-wall pairs into skyrmions. This conversion requires a high current density equal to $55 \times 10^{10}$ A m$^{-2}$ for 0.6 ns. Sneaky currents are also an important contribution to power consumption. In the duplication phase shown in Figure 9, the V+ and V− contacts are connected not only through the fork structure used for the duplication but also by the return path that will be used later to reinset the skyrmion into the memory. The same reasoning is valid for every other step executed in memory. The mean power consumption and the energy per bit have been calculated and are reported in Table 4.
Table 3. Power consumption of a single memory cell for each phase.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase</th>
<th>Power (uW)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Move Skyrmion</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duplication</td>
<td>21.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AND</td>
<td>6.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collection</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Power and energy—Word width = 64 bit.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Words</th>
<th>Power (mW)</th>
<th>Energy per bit (pJ/bit)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Proposed</td>
<td>[27] Proposed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2048</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4096</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8192</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16,384</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32,768</td>
<td>227</td>
<td>148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65,536</td>
<td>574</td>
<td>270</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Both the memory array and the surrounding logic contributions are taken into account. The reference case is for a 64 bit word. Comparing these values with the reference CMOS implementation, it is possible to see that CMOS implementation performs better for all the tested combinations. The different trends in energy efficiency with respect to memory dimensions, showed in Table 4, are mainly due to the fact that the frequency of operation stays stable for skyrmions while for CMOS implementation, it decreases linearly with increasing dimensions. For this reason, with dimensions greater than 32,568 words, the skyrmion implementation becomes more efficient in terms of computation. The decreasing trend in energy efficiency of the skyrmion implementation will continue until the memory array critical path sets the maximum frequency for the complete system like in the presented combinations.

8. Conclusions

In this paper we proposed a Logic-in-Memory architecture based on magnetic skyrmions for minimum/maximum search. The proposed circuit based on a new skyrmion memory cell is able to store information and elaborate it, maintaining at the same time the original information inside the memory. The memory can be used as a RAM memory or can perform LIM operations. The functionality of the memory array and the control logic was verified through micromagnetic simulations and hardware description language (HDL) simulation tools. The circuit proved to be small in area and to have a good energy efficiency and latency for big array dimensions with respect to a CMOS logic-in-memory reference implementation. The proposed skyrmion LIM approach could be extended and enriched to be adapted to other algorithms. The presented architecture could serve in future works as a starting framework to develop more complex LIM architectures. Future works will focus on further optimization of the structure in two aspects: (i) To explore new materials able to host skyrmions in order to optimize the performance regarding movement, dimension, and efficiency, and (ii) to further optimize the duplication mechanism section that in the presented architecture impact heavily on the overall efficiency.
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